
 

Cambridge Public Library to Host Tracy K. Smith, Pulitzer Prize-Winning Author and 

Former U.S. Poet Laureate 

CAMBRIDGE, MA, January 6—The Cambridge Public Library will welcome Tracy K. Smith for 

a poetry reading followed by an author Q&A on Wednesday, January 24, from 6-7:30 p.m. in the 

Main Library Lecture Hall. Smith is the author of To Free the Captives: A Plea for the American 

Soul and the Pulitzer Prize-winning Life on Mars. This event is hybrid and registration is 

required.  

Tracy K. Smith received the 2012 Pulitzer Prize in poetry for her third book of poems, Life on 

Mars. The collection draws upon the genre of science fiction in considering who we humans are 

and what the vast universe holds for us. Expanding on that theme in her most recent book, To 

Free the Captives, Smith explores the soul of our nation through the lens of its own fraught past 

as well as her personal history. To Free the Captives has been named a Time and Washington 

Post Best Book of the Year.  

Tracy K. Smith is a Pulitzer Prize-winning poet, memoirist, editor, translator and opera librettist. 

She served as the 22nd Poet Laureate of the United States from 2017-19, during which time 

she spearheaded American Conversations: Celebrating Poems in Rural Communities with the 

Library of Congress, launched the American Public Media podcast The Slowdown, and edited 

the anthology American Journal: Fifty Poems for Our Time. She is a professor of English and of 

African and African American Studies at Harvard University. 

This event is cosponsored by the Cambridge Public Library Foundation. Porter Square Books 

will be on site selling copies of Smith’s books.  

### 

About the Cambridge Public Library:  
At the Cambridge Public Library, we welcome all, inspire minds, and empower community. We 
support a Cambridge where everyone has equitable opportunities to learn, people live their best 
lives and democracy thrives. The Library’s programming provides an opportunity for civic 
dialogue, conversation, and learning, which includes exploring a wide range of views. Visit our 
website to learn more. Subscribe to our email list to stay up to date on our events here.  

The City of Cambridge does not discriminate, including on the basis of disability. We may 
provide auxiliary aids and services, written materials in alternative formats, and reasonable 
modifications in policies and procedures to people with disabilities. For more information, 
contact us at library@cambridgema.gov, 617-349-4032 (voice), or via relay at 711. 
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